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Build a Bee Home in your backyard
Australia has over 2,000 solitary bee species needing homes.
DIY Projects
Hives of small black Stingless Native Bees Tetragonula sp. have become
popular in urban backyards and are increasingly important for pollination
of agricultural crops like Queensland Nuts Macadamia integrifolia.
Less well known are the 2,000 species of native solitary bees: species
diversity provides pollination security by reducing risks from species
specific disease. Some species: Blue Banded Bees, Teddy Bear Bees and
Carpenter Bees also provide a special type of pollination service called
Buzz Pollination – shaking pollen out by vibrating flowers with strong
wing muscles or head banging the flowers. Buzz Pollination is particularly
valuable for the tomatoes, kiwi fruit, eggplants, blueberries, cranberries
and chilli peppers, in your backyard vegetable garden. The European
Honey Bee Apis mellifera cannot perform Buzz Pollination.
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Stingless native bee hive

Solitary native bees come in a wide range of colours: bright orange furry Teddy
Bear Bees and shiny green Metallic Carpenter Bees; and sizes, from 12mm Blue
Banded Bees to the huge loud 24mm Great Carpenter Bees.
Adult solitary native bee generally only fly during the warm months and die before
winter. Immature bees remain sealed in their cells inside the nests during the
winter. They develop into adults and emerge in spring when the warm weather
returns and your plants need pollinators.

Teddy Bear Bee

Solitary bee nests: Many solitary bees nest in burrows in the ground while others
nest in pre-existing crevices or holes in timber.

Ground nesting bees:
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Blue-banded Bee
Amegilla cingulata
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Metallic Carpenter Bee
Xylocopa (Lestis) bombylans
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Small Metallic-green Bee
Homalictus sp.

Make a Bee Home for ground nesting bees
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Blue-banded Bees, Teddy Bear Bees and Small Metallic-green Bee
burrow into earth banks or bare ground.
Recycle an old concrete block. Get the kids involved making a mud pie:
two parts sand and one part loam. Pack the concrete block with the wet
mix. Set on its side and poke some sticks into create starter holes.
Once the mix is dry the sticks can be removed and your Bee Home is
ready for installation. Add extra blocks to build a Bee Condominium.
The dividing walls help the female bee find her particular nest hollow.

Make a Bee Home for Leafcutter and Resin Bees
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Use an off-cut of PVC pipe and
bamboo garden stakes.
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Cut the pipe in half along the
length then cut a 45% “roof”
at each end. Cut the bamboo
so nodes positions are varied
to allow tight packing.
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Leafcutter Bee female
with rolled leaf

Use 1.5mm tie-wire to tie bamboo bundle
tightly in-place. Leave long tails of wire to
hold the Bee Home firmly so it does not
swing in the wind.

Find a hardwood off-cut from a builder. Drill blind holes (not right
through) in different sizes in any pattern.
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Drill holes in base of block, cut an old tent peg in half to insert for
installation in garden. An easy present for family or friends.
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Fence Post Bee Home – Mt Gravatt SHS

Or recycle an old timber fence post by drilling holes
then installing as a free-standing post.
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